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Human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) offer tremendous
potential for not only treating neurological disorders but also
for their ability to serve as vital reagents to model and investi-
gate human disease. To further our understanding of a key pro-
tein involved in Alzheimer disease pathogenesis, we stably
overexpressed amyloid precursor protein (APP) in hESCs.
Remarkably, we found that APP overexpression in hESCs
caused a rapid and robust differentiation of pluripotent stem
cells toward a neural fate. Despite maintenance in standard
hESC media, up to 80% of cells expressed the neural stem cell
marker nestin, and 65% exhibited the more mature neural
marker �-3 tubulin within just 5 days of passaging. To elucidate
the mechanism underlying the effects of APP on neural differ-
entiation, we examined the proteolysis of APP and performed
both gain of function and loss of function experiments. Taken
together, our results demonstrate that the N-terminal secreted
soluble forms of APP (in particular sAPP�) robustly drive neu-
ral differentiation of hESCs.Our findings not only reveal a novel
and intriguing role for APP in neural lineage commitment but
also identify a straightforward and rapid approach to generate
large numbers of neurons from human embryonic stem cells.
These novel APP-hESC lines represent a valuable tool to inves-
tigate the potential role of APP in development and neurode-
generation and allow for insights into physiological functions of
this protein.

Alzheimer disease (AD)3 is the leading cause of age-related
dementia and is characterized by an irreversible loss of neurons
accompanied by the accumulation of two hallmark pathologies:

amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles (1). A great deal has
been learned about the genesis and biophysical role of �-amy-
loid (A�) in AD, and it is widely held that the accumulation of
toxic oligomeric and fibrillar assemblies of A� are the major
initiating factor in the development and progression of this dis-
order (reviewed in Ref. 2). A� is itself produced via the sequen-
tial proteolytic cleavage of a type-1 transmembrane protein
called amyloid precursor protein (APP).
Emerging evidence suggests that APPmay be involved in the

development of the central nervous system. Knockout models
of APP and its homologues, for example, exhibit lissencephaly,
and in utero knockdown of APP leads to neuronal migration
defects (3, 4). It was also recently shown that APP is expressed
in human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) and suggested that a
shift in APP proteolysis may modulate hESC self-renewal and
differentiation (5). To further investigate the potential role that
APP plays in hESC fate, we generated hESC lines that stably
overexpress APP. These lines may provide a novel human-
based cellularmodel of AD. In addition, we find that theseAPP-
hESC lines provide a fascinating approach to study the marked
influence of APP proteolysis on neuronal differentiation.
To study the influence of APP cleavage products on hESC

differentiation, it is important to understand the mechanisms
bywhich these various products are generated (reviewed in Ref.
6). A�, for example, is produced via the sequential proteolytic
cleavage of APP, which is first cleaved by the �-secretase
enzyme BACE-1, releasing a soluble fragment, sAPP�, into the
extracellular space. The remainingmembrane-bound C-termi-
nal APP stub (C99) is subsequently cleaved by �-secretase,
releasing the A� peptide and the APP intracellular domain, a
signal peptide that may regulate specific gene transcription
(reviewed in Ref. 7). APP is alsomore commonly cleaved via the
non-amyloidogenic pathway, whereby �-secretase (ADAM10
or ADAM17)-mediated cleavage occurs within the A� se-
quence, precluding A� generation. The non-amyloidogenic
processing of APP also leads to the extracellular release of a
soluble fragment (sAPP�) and, following�-cleavage, the release
of AICD. Interestingly, a number of studies suggest that sAPP�,
can exhibit trophic-like activity. For example, sAPP� has been
implicated in neurite outgrowth, neuroprotection, neurotro-
phism, adult neurogenesis, axonal transport, synaptic function,
and transcriptional regulation (8–15). Thus, sAPP� appears to
be a critical factor in neuronal maintenance and growth. In
contrast, the potential role of the slightly shorter sAPP� has
been largely unexplored.
Here we show that all APP-overexpressing hESC clones rap-

idly differentiate toward a neuronal fate without the need for
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exogenous factors. We generated APP-hESC lines expressing
either wild-type APP or APP carrying the Swedish mutation
(KM670/671NL). The Swedishmutation occurs adjacent to the
�-secretase cleavage site, promoting the amyloidogenic cleav-
age of APP and increasing A� generation (16). Robust differen-
tiation in these APP-hESC lines is apparent as early as 4 days
following manual passaging, despite maintenance in standard
hESC conditions that reliably maintain untransduced and con-
trol transfected hESCs. To investigate themechanism bywhich
APP drives neuronal differentiation, we examined the levels of
�-,�-, and�-secretase components and examined the influence
of various APP cleavage products on hESC differentiation. Our
findings point to a specific role for APP in development of the
neuronal lineage, in which a fine balance of APP proteolysis can
modulate self-renewal versus differentiation. Our data also
clearly demonstrate that both sAPP� and sAPP� can alone
drive rapid and robust neural differentiation of hESCs. Our
studies therefore reveal a novel and straightforward approach
to rapidly generate large numbers of neural precursor and neu-
rons from hESCs within 4–7 days.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Lentiviral Vector Constructs—To generate wild-type and
mutantAPP lentiviral constructs, we used theViraPowerTM len-
tiviral expression system (Invitrogen). For all constructs, the
695-amino acid form of human APP was used, as it represents
the most abundant isoform within the brain (17). Wild-type or
Swedish mutant (KM670/671NL) APP cDNA sequences were
amplified by PCR and cloned into the pENTR plasmid via
TOPO� cloning.
To better mimic the physiological regulation of APP expres-

sion, we utilized the human APP proximal promoter to drive
transgene expression. The 1.2-kb APP proximal promoter
sequence spanning the transcriptional start site and including
the minimum region driving basal promoter activity was
kindly provided by Dr. Debomoy Lahiri (18) and was cloned
into the pENTR-5- entry clone by TOPO� cloning. The
resulting hAPP pENTTM5�-promoter clone was then combined
with the various pENTR-APP clones using the Multiside Gate-
way� LR recombination reaction. Plasmids were sequenced,
and lentiviral particleswere subsequently generated by theUni-
versity of California Los Angeles Molecular Vector Core.
Generation of Stable APP-hESC Clones—WA09 (H9) hESCs

from WiCell (WI) and HUES7 hESCs from Dr. Douglas A.
Melton (Harvard) were grown on Matrigel (BD Biosciences)
usingmTeSR�medium (Stemcell Technologies, PaloAlto, CA)
and manually passaged every 4–5 days. H9 cells (P35) and
HUES7 cells (P27) were grown on blasticidin-resistant mouse
embryonic feeder cells (Invivogen, San Diego CA) and then
transducedwithAPP lentiviral particles using theViraDuctinTM

lentivirus transduction kit (Cell Biolabs, SanDiego, CA).Media
were changed 12 h later. Cultures were maintained in mTeSR
media until small hESC colonies were established. Blasticidin
(0.5�g/ml, Invivogen) was then added to select for stably trans-
duced clones. Cultures were maintained and passaged in
mTeSR with blasticidin for 30 days, and then stably transduced
hESC clones were picked and expanded. All lines were grown
after the selection process under identical, hESC-optimized

conditions using mTeSR growth media, Matrigel-coated cul-
ture dishes, and strict manual passaging. This method of stem
cell culture maintenance ensures a very high proportion of
undifferentiated cells in untransduced and control-transfected
H9 and HUES7 lines, with only rare differentiating cells
observed at the edges of the colonies.
Recombinant Protein Treatment—H9 cells were grown in

mTeSR medium in 24-well plates coated with Matrigel and
treated for 5 days with 0 nM, 1 nM, 10 nM, or 100 nM recombi-
nant human sAPP� or � (Sigma). Each treatment group con-
sisted of three wells with at least eight hESC colonies at the
beginning of treatment. Media and peptide were replaced each
day, and after 5 days of treatment, cells were fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde and analyzed by immunofluorescence.
Western Blotting and ELISA—Cells were washed, lysed in

M-PER� mammalian protein extraction reagent (Pierce) with
protease inhibitors (Sigma), and sonicated. Equal amounts of
total protein were separated by SDS-PAGE, electrotransferred
using Invitrogen iBlot, probedwith appropriate antibodies, and
visualized with Super Signal West Dura (Thermo Scientific,
Waltham MA). Band intensity was quantified in ImageJ and
normalized to GAPDH. Primary antibodies used were PS1
(Novus, Saint Louis, MO), PS2, nicastrin (Cell Signaling Tech-
nology, Inc., Danvers, MA), APP/22C11, Adam10 (Millipore,
Billerica, MA), BACE1, CT20, ADAM17 (Calbiochem/EMD4
Bioscience, Gibbstown, NJ), and GAPDH (Santa Cruz Biotech-
nology, Santa Cruz, CA).
sAPP� and � Immunoprecipitation—Media were collected

and concentrated using Amico Ultra 15-ml 30-kDa centrifugal
filters (Millipore). sAPP� and�were then immunoprecipitated
with 22C11 and protein G-agarose (Roche) following standard
protocols. Bound proteins were then processed for Western
blotting and probed with sAPP�- and sAPP�- specific poly-
clonal antibodies (Covance-Signet, Princeton, NJ). SecretedA�
was measured using a sensitive sandwich ELISA (Wako Chem-
icals, Richmond, VA).
Immunohistochemistry—Cells were fixed in 4% paraformal-

dehyde, blocked with 10% normal goat serum, and incubated
overnight (4 °C) with primary antibody followed by Alexa Fluor
secondary antibodies and counterstained with DAPI. Primary
antibodies included the following: Pax6 and APP (Covance),
GFAP and tau (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark), �-3 tubulin (TUJ)
(Millipore and Covance), nestin and APP (22C11) (Millipore),
Tbr2 (Abcam, Cambridge, UK), and ZO-1 (Invitrogen). Images
were captured using aNikon Eclipse TImicroscope, and figures
were arranged in Photoshop CS2 (Adobe Systems). In some
cases, image brightness and contrast were slightly adjusted.
Quantification of Neural Differentiation—For each compar-

ison, six fields from three independent wells were captured
using a Nikon Eclipse TI microscope, NIS-Elements AR 3.0
software (Nikon, Shinyuku, Tokyo, Japan), and a 10� objective.
Total number of APP, nestin, or TUJ immunoreactive cells and
DAPI-labeled nuclei in each image were then quantified by a
blinded observer. For each field, APP, nestin, or TUJ counts
were normalized to DAPI cell numbers to calculate the percent
of differentiated cells. The values from all six fields were then
averaged for each well. Average percent values for each condi-
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tion were then compared statistically by Student’s t test
(Minitab v. 15) with the significance set to p � 0.05.
Real-Time Quantitative RT-PCR—RNAwas prepared (RNA

Minikit, Qiagen) and reverse transcribed with SuperScriptIII
(Invitrogen). Q-PCR’s were performed using the iScript SYBR
green mixture (Bio-Rad) on the Bio-Rad MyiQ machine. All
primers were obtained from Origene (Rockville, MD).

RESULTS

Generation and Analysis of APP-overexpressing Embryonic
Stem Cell Lines—We generated APP-overexpressing hESC
lines by lentiviral transduction of the H9 and HUES7 stem cell
lines. Lentiviral constructs were generated to express wild-type
APP or APPwith the Swedish (Swe)mutation (KM670/671NL)
under the control of the endogenous humanAPPproximal pro-
moter (18). H9 and HUES7 hESC lines were transduced, and
several stably transfected clones were selected and expanded.
TwoH9 clones, wild-type #9 (H9APPWT) and Swedish #2 (H9
APP Swe), were used for further analyses and studies. Both lines
showed significantly elevated levels of APP mRNA, exhibiting
190% (H9 APPWT) and 240% (H9 APP Swe) higher levels than
control H9 cells by qPCR (ANOVA, p � 0.001) (Fig. 1A). More
importantly, APP protein levels were also elevated by 190% (H9
APP WT) and 230% (H9 APP Swe) versus H9 control cells
(ANOVA, p � 0.001) (Fig. 1, B and C). The observed increases
inAPPmRNAandprotein expression confirm that it is possible
to successfully generate hESC lines overexpressing mutant and
wild-type forms of APP and indicate that the APP proximal
promoter is active in hESCs.
APP-overexpressing hESC Lines Spontaneously and Rapidly

Differentiate—All hESC lines were maintained and expanded
on Matrigel using standard ESC conditions, mTeSR� media,
and manual passaging. Control transduced and untransduced
hESC lines exhibited typical healthy hESC colony morphology
(Fig. 1D). In contrast, APP-overexpressing clones exhibited
unusual colonymorphology suggestive of significant spontane-
ous differentiation (Fig. 1E). Upon further examination, small
circular arrangements of cells that closely resembled neural
rosettes were readily apparent under phase contrast micros-
copy (Figs. 1F and 2, A–D). Neural rosettes typically only
develop in hESC cultures when strong neural inducers such as
retinoic acid are used to drive neural differentiation. In con-
trast, the observed phenotype occurred spontaneously in all
APP clones regardless of whether they expressed mutant or
wild-type APP constructs or whether they were derived from
H9orHUES7 lines. Importantly, this kind of differentiationwas
never observed in H9, HUES7, or control-transduced hESC
lines grown under the exact same conditions. Thus, the
observed phenotype appears to be dependent on APP expres-
sion. In addition to the appearance of small rosette-like struc-
tures, about 50% of the APP stem cell colonies developedmuch
larger tubular structures (Fig. 1E) that were completely absent
in H9 control embryonic stem colonies (D).

To exclude the possibility that major chromosomal rear-
rangements or anaploidy might contribute to the differentia-
tion phenotype, counts of metaphase chromosomes were per-
formed for several APP-hESC clones. All of the clones
investigated had a normal karyotype of 46, XX (H9-derived

clones, Fig. 1G) or 46, XY (Hues7-derived clones). Spontaneous
differentiation is therefore caused by APP overexpression and
not by chromosomal rearrangements.
Next, we examined the expression of two standard markers

of pluripotency, Oct-4 and SSEA4. As expected, control H9
colonies exhibited strong expression of both markers (Fig. 1,H
and I). Recently passagedAPP-hESC clones also expressed both
Oct-4 and SSEA4 (Fig. 1, J andK). However, Oct-4- and SSEA4-
negative patches of cell were readily observed within APP-ESC
colonies providing further evidence of spontaneous differenti-
ation (Fig. 1, J andK, blue only). To further examine the expres-
sion of APP in control and APP-expressing hESC, we per-
formed immunohistochemical analysis and quantification. In
line with our Western blot analysis data, �20% of control H9
cells express APP, albeit at low levels (Fig. 1, L and N). In con-
trast, strong APP expression is detected in over 80% of APP-
hESCs (Fig. 1,M and N).
Overexpression of APP Preferentially Drives Neural

Differentiation—The striking morphological resemblance of
the small circular structures to neural rosettes led us to inves-
tigate whether these cells expressed markers of neural lineage
commitment. Neural rosettes are the developmental signature
of neural progenitors in cultures of differentiating stem cells,
and the rosettes themselves are radial arrangements of colum-
nar cells that express many of the proteins produced by neuro-
epithelial cells within the developing neural tube. In addition to
similar morphology, neural progenitors within rosettes can,
like the cells in the neural tube, further differentiate into the
three principal cell types of the CNS: neurons, oligodendro-
cytes, and astrocytes.
Quantification of immunofluorescently labeled APP-hESC

clones revealed that a great majority of cells within these cul-
tures expressed the neural progenitormarker nestin within just
5 days of manual passaging (Fig. 2A, E, and Z). About 80–85%
of these cells, regardless of whether mutant or wild-type APP
was overexpressed, were nestin-positive, whereas only 2% of
the H9 cells grown under exact conditions were nestin-positive
(Fig. 2, I andZ). This increased nestin immunoreactivity within
APP clones was highly significant and represented a more than
40-fold induction (ANOVA, p � 0.001). Interestingly, there
was no significant difference in the degree of nestin expression
between the different wild-type and mutant APP-ESC clones
(ANOVA, p� 0.64) (Fig. 2Z). To further examine the nature of
these rosette-like structures, we labeled cultures with the
marker zona occludens protein 1 (ZO-1), which outlined a
small inner lumen that is typically observed in ESC-derived
neural rosettes (Fig. 2, C and G). ZO-1 is a phosphoprotein
associated with tight junctions, which are important later in
mature neurons, and establishes polarization of epithelial cells
and creates diffusion barriers to paracellular passage (19). In
addition to expressing nestin and the presence of ZO-1-out-
lined inner lumens, the cells within these neural rosettes also
express the transcription factor Pax6 (Fig. 2,M and P). Pax6 is
an early neural progenitor cell marker that is thought to mod-
ulate Sox2 expression (20). Expression of T-brain gene-2
(Tbr2), a marker of the intermediate (basal) progenitor cells of
the developing cerebral cortex, was also detected in these cul-
tures (Fig. 3, I and J) (21). Taken together, our data clearly dem-
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FIGURE 1. Overexpression of APP markedly alters the morphology of hESC colonies. A, qRT-PCR shows that APP mRNA is significantly elevated in the H9
APP WT and H9 APP Swe clones compared with the parental cell line. APP mRNA was 190 and 240% higher than in untransfected cells. B and C, likewise, APP
protein levels were 190 and 230% higher in the APP WT and mutant clones, respectively. D, H9 control colonies display typical densely packed hESC colony
morphology, whereas APP-ES clones (H9 APP WT line shown) exhibit large tubular structures and smaller rosette-like morphology (E). F, higher-power image
of rosette-like structures in APP-ES clones. G, importantly, karyotype analysis reveals no major chromosomal changes in any of the APP-expressing lines (the H9
APP WT line is shown). H and I, pluripotency markers Oct-4 and SSEA4 confirm the undifferentiated status of H9 control cells. J and K, newly passaged APP-ES
clones also exhibit Oct-4 and SSEA4 pluripotent cells (green). However, Oct4 and SSEA4 negative regions (blue only) are also observed within APP-ES colonies
as spontaneous differentiation rapidly proceeds. L, low levels of APP (red) are detected in H9 control cells. M, in contrast, APP-ES clones exhibit elevated APP
immunoreactivity (red). N, cell counts reveal that 17–20% of H9 control cells express low levels of APP, whereas 80 –90% of APP-hESCs express this protein
(*, p � 0.05). Scale bar � 300 �m (D, E, I, and K), 180 �m (H and J), and 100 �m (F, L, and M).
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onstrate that APP-overexpressing stem cell clones spontane-
ously and rapidly differentiate to express early neural markers
within 80–85% of the cells.

Next we examined TUJ, an intermediate marker of neuronal
differentiation expressed in late-stage neuronal progenitor cells
and mature neurons. As expected, H9 control cells showed no
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expression of Pax6 (Fig. 2U) and minimal expression of TUJ
(�2.5%, W). In contrast, between 60 and 75% of cells in APP-
ESC colonies expressed TUJ, representing about a 30-fold
increase in neural differentiation that was highly significant
(ANOVA, p � 0.001, Fig. 2, O, S, and Z). No difference in TUJ
expression between mutant or wild-type APP-ESC clones was
detected (ANOVA, p� 0.1).We did, however, observe that the

degree of differentiation varied across and evenwithin colonies.
For example, in some regions, clusters of cells coexpressed both
TUJ and Pax6 immunoreactivity, likely representing more
immature neurons or neural progenitors (Fig. 2,M–P). In con-
trast, other regions, even within the same colony, exhibited
large uniform areas of TUJ-immunoreactive cells that were
Pax6-negative, likely representingmoremature neurons (Fig. 2,

FIGURE 2. APP overexpression drives rapid and robust neuronal differentiation of H9 and HUES7 hESCs. Despite maintenance in standard hESC media,
APP overexpressing H9 (A–D) and HUES7 (E–H) clones spontaneously differentiate, forming large numbers of neural rosettes that express the early neural
marker nestin (A, D, E, and H; red). The inner lumens of these rosettes are also immunoreactive for the apical marker ZO-1 (C, D, G, and H; green). I–L, in contrast,
control H9 colonies show almost no nestin-positive cells, and ZO-1 labeling is restricted to the cell membrane. M–P, H9 APP WT rosettes also express the neural
markers PAX6-positive and TUJ-positive, and uniform patches of more mature PAX6-negative/TUJ-positive NPCs are also observed (Q–T). U–X, control H9 cells,
by comparison, express neither PAX6 nor TUJ. Y, qPCR shows that Sox2, nestin, and Tbr2 neural progenitor transcripts are up-regulated in both H9 APP WT and
H9 APP Swe clones versus control H9 cells. GFAP, a marker of both neural progenitors and astrocytes, is also elevated in both clones, as is the neural transcript
TUJ. The oligodendrocyte transcription factor Olig2 is increased in H9 APP WT clones and down-regulated in H9 APP Swe clones. Z and Z’, although almost no
H9 cells express nestin or TUJ, these markers are expressed by 83 and 63% of H9 APP WT cells and by 79 and 65% of H9 APP Swe cells, respectively (*, p � 0.05).

FIGURE 3. Mature neural markers and neurite outgrowth are rapidly induced by APP overexpression. A–H, H9APP WT clones robustly express APP (red)
which is often observed in association with rosette-like structures (A, arrow) or TUJ� cells (green) (H, arrow). I and J, many H9APP WT NPCs expressed Tbr2, an
intermediate basal progenitor cell marker. K and L, furthermore, a subset of cells (�10%) expresses the mature neural marker tau and (M, N, and P) exhibits
extensive neurite outgrowth. O, in contrast, less than 1% of the cells expressed the astrocyte marker GFAP.
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Q–T). Importantly, each of these phenotypes was observed
within just 4–6 days of manual passaging, representing an
exceedingly rapid progression of neural differentiation.
To further characterize the spontaneous differentiation of

our APP hESC lines, we performed qPCR analysis of several
important transcripts. In accordance with our immunofluores-
cence data, we detected a consistent up-regulation of the pro-
neural transcripts Sox2, nestin, and Tbr2 by 3–5-fold, 2-fold,
and 2–3-fold, respectively (Fig. 2Y). GFAP, which is expressed
by both astrocytes and neural precursors, was also significantly
increased, as was the more mature neural marker TUJ. Inter-
estingly, expression of the oligodendroglial transcriptOlig2was
only up-regulated in wild-type APP-hESC clones (Fig. 2Y).
To determine whether APP expression was present within

differentiating cells, we examined the coexpression of APP and
TUJ (Fig. 3, A–H). As shown, APP immunoreactivity is clearly
detected within rosette-like structures (Fig. 3A, arrow) and
TUJ� neurons (H, arrow). Next, we investigated whether any
of the cells in APP-overexpressing cultures expressed more
mature neuronal markers, such as the microtubule-binding
protein tau. Within 5 days of manual passaging, 5–10% of cells
were immunoreactive for tau (Fig. 3, K and L). Notably, these
tau-immunolabeled cells also exhibited long, thin, polarized,
and branching processes typical of neurons (Fig. 3,K and L). Far
fewer cells expressed the astrocytic marker GFAP (0.5–1%),
indicating that a minority of neural progenitors become astro-
cytes, whereas themajority express neuronalmarkers (Fig. 3O).
Interestingly, APP-hESC colonies display a wide range of

neural differentiation. Although many cells coexpress the neu-
ral progenitormarkers nestin� and Sox2�, cells that coexpress
Sox2 and TUJ or nestin and TUJ were also observed (supple-
mental Fig. 1). More mature cells that expressed TUJ alone
were also observed frequently. These findings suggests that the
rapid rate of differentiation occurring in APP-hESC clonesmay
blur the traditional boundaries between earlier (Sox-2, nestin)
and later (TUJ) neural markers. Nevertheless, differentiation
appears to proceed so that more mature neuronal morphology
and tau expression is also observed within just 5 days of passag-
ing (Fig. 3, K and L).
To determine whether changes in notch signalingmay play a

role in the observed neural differentiation, we examined the
expression of a primary downstream target of notch: Hes1 (22).
Our qPCR results revealed no differences in Hes1 expression
between control H9 cells and the APP-hESC clones (data not
shown), suggesting that altered notch signaling is not involved
in the observed differentiation phenotype.
We also observed that APP-overexpressing hESC lines spon-

taneously organized to produce two different types of tubular
structures. Although the smaller tubular structures labeled
with neural lineage markers and ZO-1 and appeared morpho-
logically identical to ESC-derived neural rosettes (Fig. 2, A–H),
our APP-expressing clones also produced large tubular struc-
tures that did not express neuronal markers (Fig. 1E). Instead,
thesemore rarely occurring tubular structures stain positive for
brachyury, and qPCR confirmed increased expression of
brachyury mRNA (supplemental Fig. 2). Staining for the actin
smooth muscle protein, a more mature mesodermal marker,
was also observed within a few cells within these tubular struc-

tures (supplemental Fig. 2D). Interestingly, qPCR measure-
ments of GATA-4, an endodermal-specific transcript, were sig-
nificantly reduced in APP-hESC clones.
Taken together, these results show that overexpression of

APP promotes differentiation into the neural lineage and may
to a lesser extent also drive mesodermal differentiation
although preventing endodermal differentiation. This also
highlights the fact that the fate choice induced by APP overex-
pression is not a random event and drives differentiation
toward specific lineages.
Effects of APP Overexpression on Key APP-processing

Enzymes—To begin to investigate the mechanism by which
APP overexpression drives neural differentiation, we examined
the enzymes and cleavage products involved inAPPprocessing.
�-Secretase activity is mediated via eitherADAM10 or
ADAM17, both of which we found to be expressed in hESCs.
However, no differences in either mature or immature
ADAM10 or ADAM17 were detected (supplemental Fig. 3,
A–D, ANOVA, p � 0.5 for immature and p � 0.74 for ma-
ture ADAM10, p � 0.89 for immature and p � 0.73 for mature
ADAM17). In contrast, �-secretase expression was signifi-
cantly elevated in APP-hESC cell lines (supplemental Fig. 3, E
and G, ANOVA, p � 0.0065). This observation is consistent
with previous reports that BACE1 levels are elevated in spo-
radic AD patients (23) and transgenic ADmice (24, 25). In con-
cordance with elevated BACE1 expression, we also observed a
significant up-regulation of the APP C-terminal fragments
(supplemental Fig. 3, F and H, ANOVA, p � 0.0001).
To determine whether components of the �-secretase com-

plex are altered in theAPPhESC lines, we examined the expres-
sion of presenilin 1 (PS1), presenilin 2 (PS2), and nicastrin. The
presenilins form the catalytic core of the �-secretase complex,
whereas nicastrin is implicated in substrate binding (26, 27).
Interestingly, we found a strong trend toward reduced expres-
sion of both PS1 (supplemental Fig. 3, I and K) and nicastrin
(supplemental Fig. 3, J and L) in APP-hESC clones, although
these differences failed to reach significance (ANOVA, p �
0.06, p � 0.12, respectively). Expression of full-length PS2 was
extremely low in all hESC lines. Furthermore, the catalytically
active C-terminal fragment of PS2 was undetectable in both
APP and control H9 cells, suggesting that there is little, if any,
PS2 activity in hESCs (supplemental Fig. 3M). Taken together,
we found no change in �-secretase, an increase in �-secretase
with a subsequent accumulation of APP C-terminal fragments,
and trends toward reduction in �-secretase components.
To examine A� levels in control and APP-hESC clones, we

also performed a sensitive sandwich ELISA capable of detecting
as little as 0.6 pmol/liter A�. However, neither A�40 nor A�42
were detected (data not shown), suggesting that production of
A� by hESCs is minimal.
Soluble APP Drives Robust Neural Differentiation of Unal-

teredH9 hESCs—The preferential differentiation of APP-hESC
clones into neural cells could be triggered by one of the several
cleavage products of APP proteolysis. In addition to A�, APP
cleavage leads to the production of secreted soluble APP � and
� fragments (sAPPs) and AICD. Previous studies have shown
that sAPP� can exhibit growth factor-like properties and can
even increase the proliferation of adult neural progenitor cells
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in vitro (10). Hence, we examined the relative amounts of
sAPP� and sAPP� secreted into the media of APP-expressing
and control H9 cells. After enrichment and immunoprecipita-
tion with an antibody directed against the N terminus of APP
(22C11), we performed a Western blot analysis with sAPP�-
and sAPP�- specific antibodies. As shown, we detected a
robust increase in sAPP� and an even more pronounced
elevation of sAPP� within the conditioned media of APP-
hESC clones (Fig. 4A).
To further investigate whether increased sAPP secretion

plays a role in the neural differentiation of APP hESCs, we

treated control H9 hESC cultures with recombinant sAPP� or
sAPP� protein. 0 nM, 1 nM, 10 nM, or 100 nM of each recombi-
nant protein was added to H9 cells growing in mTeSR� media,
and protein-spiked media was replaced daily for 5 days to
mimic the time course of neural differentiation observed in our
APP-ESC clones. Cultures were then fixed and analyzed by
immunofluorescent microscopy. Addition of 1 nM sAPP� or �
produced no detectable effects on neural differentiation, and
the expression of nestin was comparable with the control (data
not shown). In contrast, addition of 10 nM sAPP� induced an
increase of 6.57% (Fig. 4, F, G, and N), and addition of 10 nM

FIGURE 4. Recombinant sAPP� and � mimic the effects of APP overexpression by inducing rapid neural differentiation of H9 hESCs. A, collected media
supernatant from APP-ES cell clones have robustly elevated levels of sAPP� and even more sAPP� protein. B–E and N, H9 cultures treated with vehicle (0 nM)
show less than 1% nestin immunoreactivity. F–I, in contrast, addition of 10 nM recombinant sAPP� or � protein induces significant differentiation and nestin
expression. J–M, treatment of H9 cultures with 100 nM sAPP� or � protein induces further neural differentiation. N, quantification reveals that 6% of cells treated
with 10 nM sAPP� and 22% of those treated with 10 nM sAPP� express nestin. These percentages increased in a dose-dependent manner with 100 nM sAPP�
yielding 20%, and 100 nM sAPP� yielding 57% nestin-positive cells (*, p � 0.05). Thus, sAPP� appears to be considerably more potent than sAPP� at inducing
neural commitment.
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sAPP� induced a greater increase of 22.1% in nestin-positive
cells (H, I, and N). In H9 cell cultures treated with 100 nM
sAPP� the amount of nestin-positive cells increased to 20.6%
(Fig. 4, J, K, and N), whereas treatment with 100 nM sAPP�
resulted in 57.1% nestin-immunoreactive cells (L–N). The
increase in nestin-positive cells with recombinant sAPP� and
sAPP� treatment was highly significant and dose-dependent
(ANOVA, p� 0.0006). In addition to themarked effect of sAPP
treatment on neural differentiation, we observed similar three-
dimensional structures to those observed in APP transgenic
lines (Fig. 4, I, K, and M), although these structures were less
organized and occurred less frequently. Interestingly, we
observed tau-immunoreactive neurons after 5 days in APP-
hESC cultures (Fig. 3, K and L), whereas few or no tau-positive
cells are detected in hESC treated for 5 days with recombinant
sAPPs (supplemental Fig. 4, A and B). However, by 12 days of
sAPP treatment, many more tau-immunoreactive cells are
observed especially in sAPP�-treated cultures (supplemental
Fig. 4, C and D). These data suggest that although sAPP treat-
ment closely mimics APP-overexpression, neuronal matura-
tion appears to proceed at a somewhat slower rate in sAPP-
treated cultures. These differences may be explained by
different secondary and tertiary structures of sAPP recombi-
nant protein generated inEscherichia coli versus themore phys-
iologic glycosylation and folding that likely occurs inAPP-over-
expressing hESCs. Another intriguing possibility is that the
localized cell-based production and secretion of sAPPs pro-
vides a more organized gradient that better mimics develop-
mental programs than does bathing cells in recombinant
protein.
Antibody Blocking Experiments Confirm That sAPPs Drive

Neural Differentiation of APP-hESCs—To determine whether
neural differentiation of APP-hESCs ismediated via sAPP� and
sAPP�, we used an N-terminal-specific antibody (22C11) to
block sAPP activity. Manually passaged H9 APP WT and H9
control hESCs were treated with 22C11 over the course of 5
days. During this time frame, we typically observemassive neu-
ral commitment of the APP-ES cell clones. Untreated H9 hESC
cells behaved normally, showing no signs of differentiation (Fig.
5A, B, and I), whereas untreated H9 APP WT cells differenti-
ated rapidly with 83% of the cells expressing nestin after 5 days
(E,F, and I). In contrast, treatmentwith 22C11 completely abol-
ished neural differentiation of H9-APPWThESCs (Fig. 5,G,H,
and I) and had no effect on H9 control cells (C,D, and I). These
experiments clearly demonstrate that sAPP peptides mediate
much, if not all, of the spontaneous neural differentiation
observed in APP-hESC clones. Taken together, our results
strongly indicate that soluble APP, and especially sAPP�, has a
significant influence on neural fate.

FIGURE 5. Neural differentiation of APP-hESCs is prevented by treatment
with an antibody that binds sAPP� and �. A–D and I, H9 control cultures
treated with vehicle or the N-terminal specific antibody, 22C11, remain undif-
ferentiated. E–H and I, in contrast, vehicle-treated H9 APP WT cells rapidly
differentiate into nestin-positive NPCs, whereas 22C11 antibody treatment
prevents differentiation. Thus, sAPPs mediate neural differentiation of hESCs
(*, p � 0.05). Scale bar � 350 �m.
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DISCUSSION

In this study,we generated hESC lines that stably overexpress
wild-type or mutant APP to provide a novel human cell-based
approach to examine the molecular and cellular pathways that
underlie the development of AD. Interestingly, during the char-
acterization of these APP-expressing lines, we observed that
these cells rapidly, robustly, and spontaneously differentiate
toward a neural phenotype. Importantly, this phenomenonwas
not cell line-specific, as we observed the same response in APP-
expressing HUES7 clones (Fig. 2, E–H). To determine the
underlying mechanism by which APP drives neural differenti-
ation, we examined APP proteolysis and the roles of various
APP-derived fragments in neural differentiation. Our results
demonstrate that two secreted APP-derived soluble peptides
(sAPP� and sAPP�) drive neural differentiation of hESCs in a
concentration-dependent manner.
Previous studies showed that sAPP� can promote neuronal

survival and neurite outgrowth (28–30). This trophic-like
activity has alsomore recently been shown to promote the pro-
liferation of adult rodent subventricular zone progenitors (31).
However, the potential influence of APP and sAPP fragments
on human ES cells has thus far remained largely unexplored.
Intriguingly, although sAPP� has been shown by others to
mediate much of the neurotrophic properties of sAPPs, here
we report the novel findings that sAPP� is more potent at
inducing hESC neural differentiation (Fig. 4). Importantly,
our studies have also uncovered a straightforward and repro-
ducible method to generate large numbers of neural cells
from hESCs within just 5–6 days. Current protocols, in con-
trast, typically require 21 or more days to produce an equiv-
alent yield of neural cells (32).
To understand why sAPP� more readily drives differentia-

tion of hESCs than sAPP�, the downstream targets of sAPP
signaling will need to be identified. Toward that end, a recent
study found that sAPP� can regulate the transcription of tran-
sthyretin and Klotho genes in the absence of full-length APP or
APLP1 expression (33). The mechanism by which sAPP�
modulates gene transcription remains unknown. However,
the study by Li et al. provides some of the first evidence that
sAPPs can differentially modulate specific gene targets (33).
Future studies will aim to unravel the specific transcriptional
targets of sAPPs that mediate our observed effects on hESC
differentiation.
Although our data clearly demonstrate that overexpression

of APP can drive neural differentiation of hESCs, a recent
examination of mouse ESCs suggests that deletion of APP and
its two homologues (APLP1 and APLP2) does not alter differ-
entiation (34). Two possible explanations may account for this
apparent difference. First, our observed neural induction
occurs spontaneously in ES media and in the absence of addi-
tional factors that can promote neural differentiation. In con-
trast, Bergmans et al. (34) employed a standard neural differen-
tiation protocol, generating embryoid bodies supplemented
with retinoic acid and later adding N2 and B27 supplements to
further drive differentiation. It is likely that more subtle physi-
ological effects of APP deletion on neural differentiation can be
readily overcome by the use of strong neural inducing agents

such as retinoic acid. Second, although our experiments uti-
lized hESCs, Bergmans et al. (34) studied mouse knockout
ESCs. It is possible that in man, modulation and proteolysis of
APP plays a more significant role in the development and dif-
ferentiation of neurons than in mice. In support of this notion,
functional differences exist between several human and mouse
proteins implicated in AD, including APP, tau, and ApoE (35–
38). Clearly, to more fully address the physiological function of
APP inhuman cells, knockdownandknockout studies in hESCs
will be needed.
In our cell model, we identified an increase in soluble

secreted fragments of APP as the major mechanism underlying
spontaneous neural differentiation of APP-ESC clones. Intrigu-
ingly, although the majority of studies have focused on the
trophic activity of sAPP� in neuronal growth, we found instead
that sAPP� is the more potent of the two at driving neural
differentiation. This is a significant finding becausemuch effort
has been expended in the development of drugs aimed at reduc-
ing or abolishing �-secretase activity (39, 40). Although inhibi-
tion of �-secretase would reduce levels of A�, our data indicate
that �-secretase activity may be involved in neural induction.
Whether or not sAPP� can alsomodulate adult neurogenesis in
a parallel manner to sAPP� remains to be determined.

Interestingly, a recent study showed that soluble and fibrillar
A� could promote hESC proliferation, whereas treatment of
hESCs with a �-secretase inhibitor decreased proliferation and
increased nestin expression (5). We argued that a shift in APP
processing fromamyloidogenic (�-secretase-mediated) to non-
amyloidogenic (�-secretase-mediated) may drive differentia-
tion. Our experiments would argue against this conclusion, as
we find that sAPP� drives robust neural differentiation (Fig. 4).
We also observed no differences in the degree of neural induc-
tion betweenwild-type and SwedishmutantAPP clones despite
the fact that the Swedish mutation increases BACE1 cleavage
and decreases � cleavage of APP. One possible explanation for
this difference is that BACE1 inhibition would lead to altered
processing of many other developmentally relevant BACE1
substrates. For example, a recent study identified several pro-
teins critically involved in neurodevelopment as being sub-
strates for BACE1 cleavage (41).Most notable among these was
the notch ligand Jagged-1, which has itself been shown to drive
neural differentiation of ESCs (42). Thus, the effects of BACE
inhibition on neural differentiation likely occur independent of
altered APP processing.
A further significant finding of our study was that proteins

that comprise the �-secretase complex are present at very low
levels in hESCs. This finding suggests that �-secretase-medi-
ated cleavage ofAPPmay not be necessary for neural induction.
Consistent with this result, we were unable to detect either
A�40 or 42 productions by hESCs despite the use of a highly
sensitive ELISA (data not shown). Interestingly, another group
recently showed that AICD interacts with TAG1 and negatively
modulates neurogenesis through FE65 in NPCs (11). This
report supports our finding that subsequent interactions and
pathways involving �-secretase-mediated APP cleavage prod-
ucts are not the predominant driver of neural induction.
Studies of patients and transgenic AD models support the

notion that altered APP expression or processing may modu-
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late adult neurogenesis. However, the data remain conflicting.
Although some groups have reported impaired neurogenesis in
animal models of AD (43, 44), a converse phenotype has been
seen by others. For example, studies of AD patients and mouse
models that overexpress the human APP gene have revealed an
increase in adult neurogenesis (45, 46). These latter findings
clearly fit with our current study and suggest that in patients
altered APP processing may well lead to increased neurogen-
esis, although this change is clearly unable to compensate for
the widespread neuronal dysfunction that occurs with the
disease.
By generating and examining hESC lines overexpressing

either wild-type or mutant forms of APP, we identified a previ-
ously unknown role for APP and sAPPs in the neuronal differ-
entiation of hESCs. We also show that the proneural activity of
sAPP� can be readily exploited to generate large numbers of
neural cells from hESCs within just 5–6 days as compared with
the 21� days required by current protocols (32). These APP-
overexpressing lines will likely provide a valuable platform for
the further dissection of both AD pathogenesis and APP cell
biology in a human context. Future studies will be needed to
expand our understanding how sAPP� promotes neural differ-
entiation. For example, it will be critical to identify the down-
stream targets and signaling pathways activated by sAPP� in
hESCs. By enhancing our understanding of the physiological
functions of APP and its role in stem cell differentiation, these
studies may also help to guide the development of novel
approaches to treat AD.
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